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SPOT THE DIFFERENCES DOGS! This is a big book, perfect for kids and dogs-lovers that need a little puzzle challenge
to get their day started. Great for everyone! This book contains: 25+ sets of colorful, cute and adorable dog, puppy and
friend cartoon puzzles. puzzles on the same page. Solution at end of the book. Can you find them all? Not so fast. Like
dogs, this book is guaranteed to drive you nuts! At least dogs are fun to play with. But no worries. Solutions are provided,
so you can relax. This book is recommended for children ages 6 and up.
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES CATS! This is a big book, perfect for kids and cats-lovers that need a little puzzle challenge
to get their day started. Great for everyone! This book contains: 25+ sets of colorful, cute and kawaii cats, kitten and
friend cartoon puzzles. puzzles on the same page. Solution at end of the book. Can you find them all? Not so fast. Like
cats, this book is guaranteed to drive you nuts! At least dogs are fun to play with. But no worries. Solutions are provided,
so you can relax. This book is recommended for children ages 6 and up.
Strengthen your observational skills by spotting the differences in more than 115 beautiful and interesting picture puzzles!
Sharpen visual discrimination and problem solving skills with this colorful workbook! Help little skill seekers build a strong
foundation for academic success.
Spot The Difference At Home!A Fun Search and Find Books for Children 6-10 years old This home themed book have
more than 25+ puzzles for challenge. All you need to do is search for what's difference. This is a great interactive book
for your child who love to puzzle solve, great ideal for rainy days and boring day at home.
Train your child's visual discrimination skills today and notice an improvement in math and reading tomorrow. Playing
spot the different games helps encourage your child's focus and attention. When comparing two seemingly similar
objects, your child will use this visual discriminations skills to spot the similarities and differences. Are you ready to see
how many your child can find in an hour? Then open this book now!
What makes this book of "spot the differences” puzzles so unique? Simply put: the quality of the photographs. Every one
of the pictures comes from the acclaimed George Eastman House archive, with some dating back to the 1800s. So they
make stunning art as well as absorbing brainteasers. In every case, you’ll get two versions of the picture side by side;
they’ll look almost alike, but one is slightly different from the other. It’s up to you to search the images and find the
variations. The puzzles come in three levels of difficulty: easy with five differences, medium with six, and hard with seven.
The photos encompass historical figures, famous buildings, stunning landscapes, and engaging animals and many are
iconic works by renowned photographers. The most famous include "The Migrant Mother” by Dorothea Lange; Lewis W.
Hine’s "Power House Mechanic”; and the amazing portrait of Abraham Lincoln taken by the celebrated Civil War
photographer Matthew Brady.
PBS KIDS Spot the Differences puzzles are totally addictive fun for children ages 3 to 5. Fifty irresistible puzzles take
kids on a trip around the world, from Paris to Peru, Aruba to the Alps, Thailand to Tanzania, and Ghana to Greece. Each
simple picture puzzle challenges children to focus, observe, count, and compare pictures to find subtle (and hilarious)
differences between them. Who gave the Queen's Guard ice cream? What's that on top of the Great Pyramid? Why does
St. Basil's look so silly? When did a soccer ball turn into a watermelon?! Kids will have a blast pointing out the things in
each picture that have changed—and they'll hone important skills while they play!
A Find the Differences Puzzle Book for Curious Kids (Age 5-8) This in-depth picture puzzle book is essential for all kids! A new addition to the
bestselling Woo! Jr. Kids Activities series, this collection of children's spot the difference puzzles gives your kids hundreds of puzzles to do
and share. Tons of fun puzzles at your fingertips. With beautiful and playful illustrations, your child will love finding the differences in these
seemingly identical picture puzzles. An addition to the dozens of popular Woo! Jr. activity books, these find the difference puzzles can be
used recreationally, or even as a school activity to liven the day! Let your child test their sight skills. Puzzles are a great way to test sensory
skills, develop attention to detail, and have fun at the same time. This puzzle book for kids is full of spot the difference pictures that help your
child do just that! Your clever kids will love the fun and the challenge of spotting what's the difference between the illustrations. If you're
looking for find the difference puzzle books and enjoy books like the Little Skill Seekers series, Spot the Difference, or the Big Book of Spot
the Difference, then you and your little one will love The Big Book of Find the Difference Puzzles!
Can you spot the differences? Look closely at these 25 pairs of colorful photos! The ones on the left are the originals and the ones on the
right feature ten or more subtle changes. Suitable for ages 6 to 10, the kid-friendly images include a birthday party, lemonade stand, science
classroom, shelves of cool antiques, and more. Complete solutions appear at the end.
Do you like puzzles? Then you'll love this little book. You'll find 60 pairs of illustrations with 5 small differences. Try to spot what's different
between ALL THIS drawings. THIS BOOK ALSO IS VERY INTERESTING FOR CHILDREN: Sharpen visual discrimination and problem
solving with this colorful workbook! Visual discrimination is a critical skill for social studies and scientific learning-this product helps children
develop and hone that skill. Children observe two similar pictures and identify the differences between them. As children progress they'll
begin to develop an ability to make comparisons and identify similarities and differences. Help little skill seekers build a strong foundation for
academic success.
Looks can be deceiving. At first glance, two comics can appear to be identical, but your keen eye will soon spot the six differences between
the "twin" pictures. Spy the changes and go have fun with Go Fun! Spot Six Differences.
Spot The Difference: Here's the Perfect Solution if You Want to Boost Your Brainpower and Have Fun Spotting the Differences! Would you
like to: Unwind after a long day with a brain game? Find a new fun hobby that will sharpen your focus? Enjoy entertaining puzzles to get rid of
stress? If so, picture puzzles for adults are a perfect solution for you! It's well known that our attention spans are super short these days.
From staring at our screens all day long to getting a million notifications an hour, it's no wonder we feel stressed! That's why activity books for
adults have become so popular lately. They allow you the opportunity to decompress and have fun while still engaging your brain. This
picture puzzles book for adults will get you to focus on the little things in life. Inside you will find a bunch of originally drawn illustrations, side
by side. From animals to landscapes and funny scenes, you will get a kick out of finding the differences in these images! Here's what this
book can do for you: Give you an opportunity to take a break and have fun, old-school way Engage your brain in a calming and entertaining
activity that promotes focus Make you relaxed and help you forget the stressful events of the day Spark your creative and curious side while
helping you manage anxiety If you think picture puzzles are for children, think again! Adults all over the world are finding activity books such
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as this one a great way to relax and unwind. Spotting the difference in these images will feel like a meditation You can bust out the puzzles
after work or before bed-really any time you feel a bit bored!
Count, whistle, clap, and more inside this interactive bedtime read-aloud starring the puppies from Disney's One Hundred and One
Dalmatians! Where's Waldo meets Press Here inside this adorable One Hundred and One Dalmatians picture book that will have kids tilting,
turning, and shaking the book to spot the Patch, the mischievous puppy who has stolen the first page of the book! Meet Patch- and remember
what he looks like! He is going to cause some trouble in this book and disappear among his ninety-eight Dalmatian siblings. Have fun spotting
the difference between Patch and the other puppies by counting, whistling, clapping, and more! Spot the Difference is the perfect book for:
Parents looking for a fun, interactive read-aloud book for their kids Kids who love Disney's One Hundred and One Dalmatians Readers
looking for a great bedtime that is entertaining for the whole family
Can you spot what's not the same in these pictures? To do that, you need to pay close attention to the tiny details included in each image.
Playing hidden pictures is not only fun, it brings with it several benefits, too. Among the many benefits of the activity include fine-ground
perception, visual discrimination and object constancy skills. Encourage your little ones to play today!
Brain training for children is different from adults because the primary focus here is the creation of new neuron connections to boost brain
functions. Children are sponges when it comes to information so they would accept training to improve their cognitive skills pretty well. One
such training is the spot-the-difference game. This book contains several games that will definitely keep your child busy for hours.

Young tourists will have to pay attention to find the differences in more than 50 picture puzzles. Pairs of similar illustrations range
from scenes of pandas in China and skyscrapers in Dubai to the Greek seaside, Moroccan souks, Australia's Great Barrier Reef,
and other interesting locations. Don't worry about getting lost: answers appear in the back of the book.
Kids seeking challenging and fun puzzles will find them inside this colorful book as they look for differences between two
seemingly identical and busy scenes. More than 50 spot-the-difference activities include cute picture puzzles that feature
everything from pirates to pets, robots to rockets, and dinos to rhinos. Answers appear in the back of the book.
Offers hours of age-appropriate fun to kids that are just starting to enjoy finding answers by themselves. Search for differences in
each picture, practice visual thinking, and perfect hand-eye coordination with lots of fun problems.
This book with hidden pictures for adults will take you on a fantastic journey with beautiful images that you will really enjoy. You
have asked and we have delivered yet another spot the difference book that you can enjoy! With this picture puzzle book for
adults, you will see some of the following: 50 Find the difference pictures that include some of the following pictures: Fantasy,
steampunk, planes, art, town scenes, food, old places and more. Each page has one image and the changed image is directly
below. Each page indicates the amount of differences at the bottom. Each image has between 5 to 25 differences. It is not so easy
to quantify difficulty, but during our quality checks, we found that about 80% of differences are fairly easy to find... while the rest of
the differences were a bit more challenging. Stuck? No problem; since all solutions are available if you really need some help.
Changes include some of the following: Size changes, color changes, objects removed or added and more. This is a large picture
puzzle book at 8.5 x 11 in (21.59 x 27.94 cm). From past experiences, it is evident that people have already enjoyed this type of
book and we know that you will enjoy it too. Don't wait! Order your find the difference book now!
Spot the Difference Mermaid! This is a big book, perfect for kids and mermaid lovers that need a little puzzle challenge to get their
day started. Great for everyone! This book contains: 25+ sets of colorful, cute and adorable mermaid, unicorn and friends cartoon
puzzles. Puzzles on the same page. Solution at end of the book. Can you find them all? Not so fast. Like mermaid, this book is
guaranteed to drive you nuts! At least mermaid are fun to play with. But no worries. Solutions are provided, so you can relax.
Featuring tons of spot the difference scenes, produced in a super stylish way, children will love being drawn into this little mermaid
world. This book is recommended for children ages 6 and up.
Young puzzle fans who like the challenge of identifying the differences between similar pictures will enjoy this little activity book.
Children are asked to spot differences in 27 sets of brain teasers, among them 2 pictures of a dog and his friend and backyard
scenes of fluttering butterflies.
In this book Find the Difference Pictures for Kids 63 fantastic puzzles pictures to Help your kids practice their visual thinking, pen
control, and hand-eye coordination. spot the difference books for children. 6 differences between two pictures with answers. 64
pages. 8.5 x 11 inches.
A collection of search-and-find illustrations challenges readers to compare wordplay-enhanced, nearly identical images to identify
subtle differences.
Find the Difference Puzzle Books Children enjoy hunting for stuff, which is precisely the reason why they will love a "Whats
different" activity that requires them to study a couple of pictures and find the differences between them. * A child would appreciate
a spot the difference puzzle book because it offers a challenge and source of entertainment. * These "find the difference" puzzle
books benefit children as it gives them an opportunity to practice paying attention to detail. * Spot the difference book for kids
imparts a feeling of satisfactory and victory as they complete a puzzle. * Brain engagement and educational skills can be gained
from this puzzle book. When kids put their minds to "spot the difference", it improves brain power and focus, as they think and
search the images carefully. Hidden object books for kids are extremely fun - gift some to your children and watch their faces light
up as they spot the differences.
Easy - Moderate Level for Kids - "Truck and Transportation" - "Spot the difference" full color puzzles are fun and challenging as
educational and developmental activities for kids. There are 30 entertaining puzzles and coloring patterns in popular Things the
kids love such as Dinosaur, Transportation, Unicorn and more in our puzzle series. The puzzles range from easy to moderate level
to make sure there's progression. This book can help children's brain development. All the puzzles in this book are in full colors
and printed in large sized paper that are more suitable for younger.
Picture Puzzles for Adults: Here's the Perfect Solution if You Want to Boost Your Brainpower and Have Fun Spotting the
Differences! Would you like to: Unwind after a long day with a brain game? Find a new fun hobby that will sharpen your focus?
Enjoy entertaining puzzles to get rid of stress? If so, picture puzzles for adults are a perfect solution for you! It's well known that
our attention spans are super short these days. From staring at our screens all day long to getting a million notifications an hour,
it's no wonder we feel stressed! That's why activity books for adults have become so popular lately. They allow you the opportunity
to decompress and have fun while still engaging your brain. This picture puzzles book for adults will get you to focus on the little
things in life. Inside you will find a bunch of originally drawn illustrations, side by side. From animals to landscapes and funny
scenes, you will get a kick out of finding the differences in these images!
Twenty puzzles take kids on an international sightseeing junket, where they'll take a close look at the Taj Mahal, Eiffel Tower,
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Parthenon, and other famous landmarks. Includes captions and solutions.
Entertaining, colorable puzzles invite youngsters to stretch their minds as they identify differences in 27 double-page pictures.
It's sea-to-shining-sea fun as young explorers try to find what's different in drawings of our nation's greatest landmarks. Doublepage spreads of the Statue of Liberty and 19 other American treasures feature brief informative captions. Solutions included.
The Big Book of Spot the Difference sharpens observation and concentration skills while it entertains with dozens of fun pairs of
scenes and hundreds of differences to spot! With comical characters and playful illustratons, this is the perfect book for travel,
vacation, rainy days and family-fun time.
Spot the Difference at The Park!A Fun Search and Find Books for Children 6-10 years old This park themed book have more than
25] puzzles for challenge. All you need to do is search for what's difference. This is a greate interactive book for your child who
love to puzzle solve, great ideal for rainy days and car journeys.
Aside from trick or treating, another cool activity to do for Halloween is to spot the difference in this creepy activity book for kids.
Spend many exciting hours trying to find the differences between two similarly looking pictures. Test your observation skills and
look for the sneaky differences. Why not have a contest among your siblings or friends and see how fast you can enumerate the
differences in the picture. It would also be fun to hand this activity book out to kids who are trick or treating. They will surely love it
if they can have a creepy Halloween book as treat instead of the usual candies and sweets. If you ever find it difficult to complete
the puzzle, solutions to spot the differences are found at the last pages of the book. This is a must have activity book for the
Halloween season.
Spot The Difference At School!A Fun Search and Find Books for Children 6-10 years old This school themed book have more than
25+ puzzles for challenge. All you need to do is search for what's difference. This is a greate interactive book for your child who
love to puzzle solve, great ideal for rainy days and boring day at home.
In this book and on each page the drawings look similar, but are not quite identical. It is up to your child to find the 5 differences.
Children's puzzle book from 3 years old to help your children practice visual thinking, pen control and eye-hand coordination. 30
search images with solution part. 32 pages, 21.59 x 27.94 cm.
Maybe you're good at spotting Waldo. But can you spot the difference? Head to the museum, where even the sharpest eyes are
seeing double. Waldo is wandering through the museum, where there are some devilishly difficult differences to decipher. Finding
Waldo and his buddies is hard enough, but who can spot the minutiae that separate one Egyptian tablet from another? The
dastardly details that make two maritime scenes unalike? The itty-bitty discrepancies between the vintage books and scrolls? With
more than five hundred differences to be delineated, this brand-new spin on the art of spotting Waldo will have fans of all ages
lining up to take a look.
A child would appreciate a spot the difference puzzle book because it offers a challenge and source of entertainment. This puzzle
book would benefit a child because it gives a kid the opportunity to practice paying attention to detail. A feeling of satisfactory and
victory is accomplished when the child spots the differences. Brain engagement and educational skills can be gained from this
puzzle book. It's a great book for both enjoyment and educational purposes.
Can you spot the difference? BRAIN FUN PICTURE PUZZLES elevates the fun-level of what’s considered a classic among
puzzlers. Within these pages are several types of picture puzzles: Spot the difference; find one changed photo among six;
reassemble a cut-up image; each presented in a variety of categories. Within each category, puzzles are presented in increasing
difficulty levels. Alongside each, solvers can compare their time to that of expert puzzlers and check off each difference as they
spot it. Researchers have shown that games like these keep your brain sharp, challenge your powers of observation and train your
eye to notice the smallest of details. And, you'll have fun while reaping the benefits. It a win-win!
Welcome to Spot The Difference - At Home! See if you can spot what's different in 15 awesome around the house puzzles! Each
double-page contains two scenes that are almost identical - all you need to do is search for what's changed - a towel might've
swapped color, a table could've lost a leg... or a cat could've grown in size! A great, interactive book for little ones who love to
puzzle solve, ideal for rainy days and car journeys.
Invites youngsters to find ten or more differences between slightly changed versions of the same photograph of everyday
activities, groups of objects, and other scenes.
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